1. Approval of Minutes from September 17, 2010

2. Report of the Chair — Dr. Snowden
   • Student Representative Voting Privileges on GSC

3. Report of the Dean — Dr. Petersen

4. Guest Speaker, Dept. of Communication Sciences & Disorders – Inter-institutional agreement with Western Carolina University

5. Report of the Curriculum Subcommittee — Dr. Lewallen
   Please note: Only proposals for new certificates and degrees and items that were tabled or not approved at the subcommittee meeting are included in agenda packets.

**ROUTINE CHANGES**

**The following were approved:**

1. ART prefix change request to ARH (Art History), effective Fall 2011.

2. ENG 522, change course title and prerequisite, effective Fall 2011.
   ENG 522 Teaching Composition: Theories and Applications – Composition Theory and Pedagogy
   Pr. 321 or 660 desirable, graduate standing

3. TED 675, change course number, title, and description, effective Fall 2011.

4. TED 656, change course number, title, prerequisites, and description, effective Fall 2011.

5. MUS 601, 605, 627, 632, 633, delete prerequisites, effective Spring 2011.
   MUS 601 Research Methods in Music
   MUS 605 The Measurement of Musical Behavior
   MUS 627 Issues in Multicultural Music Education
   MUS 632 Methods and Materials in Music Reading Instruction
NEW/AMENDED COURSE PROPOSALS

The following were approved with minor revisions:
ENG 745 Seminar in Writing Program Administration
ISM 680 Healthcare Information Technology Management
ISM 681 Healthcare Decision Making for IT Managers: Skills and Techniques
TED 636 Educational Psychology & Differentiated Instruction
CNR 633 Restorative Justice: Theory and Practice

The following were approved:
TED 658 Number Systems and Operations: K-5 Mathematical Tasks
TED 659 Rational Numbers and Operations: K-5 Learning Trajectories
TED 660 Data Analysis and Measurement: K-5 Classroom Instruction
TED 661 Algebraic Reasoning: K-5 Discourse and Questioning
TED 662 Geometry and Spatial Visualization: K-5 Assessment

PROGRAM REVISIONS

The following were recommended for consideration by the full GSC:
1. MS in Accounting, Department of Accounting and Finance, effective Fall 2011.
   • Waive GMAT for accounting undergraduate student inducted into Beta Gamma Sigma if overall GPA in accounting courses is 3.25 or better.

2. MBA, MBA Program, effective Fall 2011
   • Waive GMAT for undergraduate business students inducted into Beta Gamma Sigma.

3. MS in Information Technology and Management, Department of Information Systems and Operations Management, effective Fall 2011.
   • Waive GMAT for undergraduate business students inducted into Beta Gamma Sigma.

The following was approved:
1. JMSW in Social Work, Advanced Standing Option only, Department of Social Work, effective Summer 2011.
   • Reduce hours from 42 to 36 by removing SWK 631 and SWK 632 from the Required Summer Bridge Courses.


7. Report of the Student Affairs Subcommittee – Dr. Mazgaj

8. Report of the Senate Representative – Dr. Jackson

9. Other

Enclosures